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CQ SECTION 1: FREEDOM PRESS AND FPD ffl

• SPRING 1998 RETAIL AND WHOLESALE LIST •

F

K

amp diets and {Periodicals
AMERINGER, O. Life and Deeds of Uncle Sam, subtle satire 

on US history, by socialist raconteur & pre-standup comedian £2.75 
Anarchist Yearbook, (yearly) introduction to the UK anarchist

movement plus lists of groups, publishers, and periodicals, etc £1.50 
ANSLIM Beyond Sexuality: feminism, men’s liberation,

gender and power, sexuality, class, economics £4.50
ARSHINOV, P. History of the Makhnovist Movement: 1918-

1921, only first-hand account of the Ukrainian anarchist army in 
the Russian Revolution. Prefaces by Arshinov, Voline & N.W.£5.00 

AVRICH, P. Bakunin and Nechaev, paradoxical relationship
between famous libertarian and notorious Machiavellian £0.75 

BAKUNIN, Mikhail.
God and the State, why both these ideas must be abolished £0.80 
Marxism, Freedom and the State, extracts from his works plus
the rift with Marx. (ed. and biograph, sketch by K. Kenafick) £3.50 
The Paris Commune and the Idea of the State, (ed. N. Walter^ 1.00 

BARCLAY, Harold.
Culture and Anarchism, a thought-provoking anarchist anthro
pological study of culture, and utopian and social movements £6.95 
People Without Government: an anthropology of anarchy,
new, revised edn. (Preface by Alex Comfort) £7.95

BARRETT, G. The Last War: a collection of essays, fight against
the rich not for them (With accounts of fraternisation in WWI)£1.70 

BAUDRILLARD, Jean.
The Ecstacy of Communication, postmodernist essays on the 
dissolution of reality & the obscenity of life replaced by media£4.95 
Fatal Strategies, major work assessing the failure of radical

replies to postmodernism; situationist theory and other themes £8.00
Forget Foucault/Forget Baudrillard, Foucault’s theories on 
sexuality, economics & power, and interview with Baudrillard £4.95 
In The Shadow of The Silent Majorities: the end of the social, 
the media, the social void - and do ‘the masses’ still exist ? £4.95

BAXENDALE, Leo.
The Encroachment, how political power was wrested from the 
many by the few. Astute historical analysis from one of The 
Beano’s subversive comic strip artists. Large format £5.00
On Comedy, how The Bash Street Kids, Minnie The Minx
et al challenged orthodoxy. Revealing account by the artist £5.00 

•^BERCE, Y. History of Peasant Revolts: the social roots of rebel
lion in early modern France. Thorough & inspiring (£15.95) nov£5.75 

BERKMAN, Alexander.
ABC of Anarchism, ever-popular introductory classic (introd
uced and with a biographical sketch by P. E. Newell) £2.00
The Bolshevik Myth, disillusionment with the Bolsheviks in the 
early years of the Soviet Union. Introd by N. Walter (£5495) now£3.95 
The Russian Tragedy, the revolutionJ/The C.P. and Kronstadt £2.50 

What is Communist Anarchism? ccnnplements his ABC above£3.00 
BERNERI, Marie Louise. ‘

Journey Through Utopia, widely-acclaimed critique of Utopias: 
Morris, Winstanley, Plato, Rabelais, Wells, More, Plutarch etc. 
Foreword: G. Woodcock. ‘Most perceptive study’ - Mumford £4.50 
Neither East Nor West: selected writings 1939-48, powerful 
denunciation of Capitalism, Communism and the UN up to the 
Cold War. Cartoons by John Olday. (ed. V. Richards) £4.50

Welcome Jo 5he freedom fliCM tBooEsfuip £u>t

• For over 100 years Freedom Press has been a publisher and distributor of 
anarchist and alternative social and political literature. As we approach the third 
millenium, while others pursue the latest fad or cult we consider it important to 
continue this work. Thus, in addition to its fortnightly newspaper Freedom (founded 
by Peter Kropotkin and Charlotte Wilson in 1886) and its quarterly journal The 
Raven (1987), Freedom Press now has over 70 titles in print, covering the history 
and development of the anarchist movement, as well as its philosophy and its 
practical application to the problems of modern society.
• Freedom Press' wide variety of authors (from Kropotkin, Emma Goldman and 
Lewis Mumford, to Alex Comfort, Marie Louise Berneri, Colin Ward and Murray 
Bookchin) write on a broad spectrum of topics: Capitalism, the State, Revolution, 
Social Ecology, History, War and Peace, Transport, Health, Children, Education, and 
Housing. We also publish several strip cartoon books, a boxed set of anarchist 
biography-and-portrait cards, the world's first anthology of anarchist poetry in 
English, a children's illustrated story book and a fictional anarchist Utopia.

• As Freedom Press Distributors (FPD) we are also wholesalers and distributors of 
many small press publications, with hundreds of titles on radical social and political 
questions. Among the publishers we handle are: Five Leaves Publications; Red Lion 
Press; Spokesman Books; Calabria Press; Bedford Square Press; Phoenix Press; 
Solidarity; Lib Ed; AK Press; Derrick A. Pike; Pluto Press; Left Bank Books; Michael 
E. Coughlin; Fred Woodworth and See Sharp Press.
• Section 1 of this list includes all current Freedom Press publications, and a selection 
of our FPD stock including a new, comprehensive Backlist and Bargains feature. All 
these titles are available post-free to UK retail customers, and most also at wholesale 
discount to bookshops and stalls’^. For trade terms please enquire.

• Sections 2 and 3, for retail customers only, contain an equally wide selection of 
titles including many by good commercial publishers. Our full range of stock-from 
all sections - many hundreds of constantly updated titles - is available both to 
personal callers at the bookshop and by mail-order. Enjoy your reading. Key to 
symbols below.

=J for further copies.

fb Mail order customers should refer to the Postage and Packing boxes in each Section and the Mail Order Information box on page 8 before 
ordering. We do not have a mailing list: keep in touch with ideas and developments in the anarchist movement (and new publications) by 

subscribing to Freedom and/or The Raven, and you will receive a new booklist each time it is updated. Please send an A5
Overseas customers please note: all payment except subscriptions must be in pounds sterling. Foreign currency will be returned and your order

delayed (unless you add the equivalent of £20 for bank charges). Alternatively, contact our overseas distibutors (Section 1 titles only) - USA: Left 
Bank Books (Seattle) or AK Distribution (San Francisco); Australia and New Zealand: Annares Books, Melbourne. Prices were correct when 

printed but may change without notice due to factors beyond our control, especially on imported titles. This list supersedes all others. 

KEY: Titles underlined - published by Freedom Press Titles indented are by the author/editor immediately above
= new or recent title to list or section A = hardback = wholesale quantities or discount restricted on some titles



b^BIEHL, J. and STAUDENMAIER, P. Ecofascism: lessons from 
the German experience, study of ‘green’ Nazism, old and new £5.00 

b^BIRD, S. et al (eds). Solidarity Forever: the IWW - an oral 
history of the Wobblies, recollections & illustrations (£9.95) now£2.99 

BONANNO, A. Anarchism & the National Liberation Struggle 
including extracts from Bakunin and Rocker on nationalism £1.00 

BOOKCHIN, Murray.
Social Anarchism or Lifestyle Anarchism: an unbridgeable 
chasm, reasserts the socialist, as against the personal, element £5.95 
To Remember Spain: the anarchist and syndicalist
revolution of 1936, analytical and descriptive essays, illustr. £4.50 
The Spanish Anarchists: the heroic years - 1868-1936, lucid, 
landmark work which conveys ‘the spirit of revolutionary 
optimism’ - Howard Zinn. New edn. with prefatory essay £13.95 
Which Way For The Ecology Movement?, essays lambasting 
misanthropy and simplistic solutions to the environmental crisis£4.50 

BOOKCHIN, M., PURCHASE, G. et al. Deep Ecology and 
Anarchism: a polemic, plus anarchosyndicalism; Social Ecology 
and the sorry history of the apple as a metaphor for capitalism £2.95 

BRADFORD, G. How Deep is Deep Ecology? and Woman’s 
Freedom: key to the population question £4.00

“^BRAILSFORD, H. The Levellers and the English Revolution, 
(ed. by C. Hill). Vast, impressive history with index. 2nd edn. £9.95 

BRINTON, M. The Irrational in Politics, how psychology and 
sexual repression are used to persuade us to accept authority £3.50 

BROWN, T. Tom Brown’s Syndicalism, how it might work £3.95
BUFE, Chaz.

Alcoholics Anonymous: cult or cure?, attacks its religious basis 
and includes Ellis’ The Case Against Religiosity (plus bibliog.)£6.95 
The American Heretic’s Dictionary, alternative definitions for 
capitalist concepts! A caustic exercise in black humour. Illustr.£5.50 

BUFE, Chaz, (ed.)
The Heretic’s Guide To the Bible, over 100 passages from this 
exercise in hate, misogyny and sadistic power fantasies £1.20
The Heretic’s Handbook of Quotations: cutting comments on 
burning issues, indispensable (expand, edn. Lge. fmt., illustr.)£l 1.95 

BURNS, D. Poll Tax Rebellion, good full-length account of 
the grassroots movement that smashed Thatcher’s tax (illus.) £4.95

CANN, B. A Night to Remember, collection of spot-on cartoons 
originally from Nottingham Anarchist News £0.60

Carry on Recruiting! Why the Socialist Workers Party dumped 
the downturn in a dash for growth £2.95

CHOMSKY, Noam.
Chronicles of Dissent, accessible interviews on the Gulf War, 
Propaganda & Language, World Orders, etc. Introd. A. Cockbum £10.95 
Keeping the Rabble in Line: interviews with D. Barsamian, on 
class, race, gun control, free trade, the Internet and more £9.95 
Letters from Lexington: reflections on propaganda £7.95

CHRISTIE, S. Stefano della Chiaie, story of a far-right terrorist, 
the Italian state’s anti-anarchist campaign, the P2 Masonic lodge, 
death of Pinelli, Nato covert operations. With bibliog, photos. £4.95 

CLAUDIA. I, Claudia: feminism unveiled (revised), plus Love 
Lies Bleeding, radical critiques of authoritarian feminism £3.30 

CLARK, J. Max Stirner’s Egoism, critical appraisal of Stirner’s 
major individualist polemic against liberalism and Socialism £2.00

COMFORT, A. Writings Against Power and Death: combative, 
subversive pieces on social issues, by anarchist sexual liberator 
and pioneer gerontologist. (Ed. and introd, by D. Goodway) £5.00 

CONDIT, S. Proudhonist Materialism and Revolutionary
Doctrine, the strengths and weaknesses of Proudhon’s ideas £2.50 

bs’CROUCH, D. & WARD, C. The Allotment: its landscape and 
culture, a mere hobby or the last vestige of our land rights? £10.99 

CULLEN, Steve.
Children in Society : a libertarian critique, their treatment is 
both an illustration and a sympton of our society’s problems £1.20 
The Last Capitalist: a dream of a new Utopia, set in a future 
Britain of federated communes. With linocuts by the author £3.50 

DE LIGT, B. The Conquest of Violence: essays on war and
revolution, by Dutch anarcho-syndicalist & pacifist(£2^5) now £3.95 

DUANE, Michael.
The Terrace: an educational experiment in a state 
school, educating those for whom school is meaningless £2.50

Work, Language and Education in the Industrial State, the 
application of power and decision-making in these fields £1.00 

^Durruti: 1896-1936. the celebrated Spanish anarchist’s life and 
revolutionary times. Impressive and multi-lingual, with notes, 
quotations & almost 200 photographs with captions. Lge. fmtA£8.95 

b^ EHRLICH, H (ed). Reinventing Anarchy, Again, large seminal 
collection of writings on theory and practice by a wide spectrum 
of contributors. Illustr. (Fully revised and updated edn.) £13.95

FENN, R. The Spirit of Revolt: anarchism and the cult of 
authority, the pathological nature of the state (£29^0) now *£5.95 

Fighting the Revolution 1: Zapata, Makhno and Durruti, brief 
histories of three men who shared a common bond - freedom £1.00 

Fighting the Revolution 2: Peter Kropotkin, Louise Michel, The 
Paris Commune, includes Anarchism and Revolution £1.20

b^FORD, S. The Realization and Suppression of the Situationist 
International: an annotated bibliography 1972-92 £7.95

Freedom - A Hundred Years: 1886-1986 Centenary edition, 
Definitive history of Freedom Press’ activities, journals and 
editors. Plus articles, illustrations and photographs (lge. fmt)A£ 10.00

Freedom in Education: a d-i-y guide to the liberation of learning, 
anti-authoritarian resource directory, plus articles and photogs.£3.95 

GIBSON, T. Love, Sex and Power in Later Life: a libertarian 
perspective, facts, problems and advice; attitudes of the young £3.50 

GAMBONE, Larry.
Laughter Is Bourgeois!: the roots of political correctness £0.80

b^ Proudhon and Anarchism, a concise introduction to his ideas £1.10 
cs' Saint Che, Guevara the bureaucrat, Stalinist and executioner £1.00 

Syndicalism In Myth and Reality, the global facts and figures £1.00 
GILLILAND, M. The Free, anarchist tale of revolution & love £3.00 
GODWIN, W. The Anarchist Writings of William Godwin, 

the ‘father of English anarchism’ (edited by Marshall, P.) £3.50
GOLDMAN, E. Living My Life,# the fascinating, lively autobio

graphy of one of America’s most celebrated anarchists (Introd.
S. Rowbotham) two vols. Index in vol II. (£7.95 each) now each £3.95 

GORTER, H. Open Letter To Comrade Lenin, reply to Lenin’s 
‘Left-wing Communism - An Infantile Disorder' (Lge. format) £3.00

GRIFFIN, J. A Structured Anarchism: an overview of libertarian 
theory & practice, notably sociology, psychology, economics £1.00 

b^GUILLAMON, A. The Friends of Durruti Group: 1937-39, a 
defence of those implaccable foes of the CNT’s governmental
role, using archives & participant interviews. Preface; chronol.£7.95 

bs’GUTHKE, K. B. Traven: the life behind the legends, the most 
complete biography of this enigmatic anarchist and his many 
identities: author, explorer, actor, journalist... fftt.ee) now £5.50 

b^HALDEM AN-JULIUS, E. The Meaning of Atheism, highly
effective against Jehovah’s Witnesses and other God Squads £1.20 

HARPER, Clifford.
b^ Anarchists: a set of 36 picture trading cards, mini-biographies 

and three-colour portraits of both the reknowned and obscure £5.00 
Anarchy: a graphic guide, strikingly illustrated history £5.95

b^ HAYES, D. Behind the Silicon Curtain: the seductions of work 
in a lonely era, the microchip’s true origins: military depend
ence, health hazards, corporate barbarism Notes, index (£9.50) now £0.99

HOME, Stuart.
The Assault on Culture: utopian currents from Lettrisme to 
Class War, anti-art history including Punk, Situationism. Index£5.95 
Neoist Manifestos / The Art Strike Papers, a collection of 
avant-garde pieces / plus responses to the art strike of 1990-93 £5.95 

b« HOME. S. (ed) What is Situationism? a reader, anthology of 
critical material about the Situationist International £9.95

IGOR, B.And Yet it Moves, vigorous critique of the authority of 
science and technology; their history, development and gurus 
‘Science validates bias precisely by appearing to remove it’ - Stephen J. Gould £4.00 

JACOBS, J. Out of the Ghetto, autobiography of an East End 
militant, and critique of Communism and Fascism 1913-1939 £9.00 

KROPOTKIN, Peter.
Act For Yourselves! a minor classic of anarchist journalism on 
direct action and revolution. Complements Conquest of Bread £5.95 
Anarchism and Anarchist-Communism: its basis & principles, 
two of the most important accounts for general readers £1.75
The Conquest of Bread, his most detailed description of social 
revolution and the anarchist society it will achieve. (Pocket edn.,

fftt.ee
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small print, introd, by A. Bonanno). ‘A masterpiece’ - G. Purchase £4.95 
The Conquest of Bread, with Preface by his comrade and close 
friend Elisee Reclus, and an Introduction by G. Woodcock £11.50 
Fields, Factories and Workshops Tomorrow, classic of small- 
scale anarchist economics (Ed. with add. material by C. Ward)£7.95 
The Great French Revolution 1789-93, illustrates the clash 
between authoritarians and anti-authoritarians (two vols.) each£3.95
Mutual Aid', a factor of evolution, highly-praised refutation of 
Huxley’s Social Darwinism. Kropotkin’s most widely-read and 
influential work (introd, essay J. Hewetson). Index; appendix £8.95 
The State: its historic role, essential anarchist critique whose 
basic premise still holds. The finest of his shorter works £2.50 

LANE, J. An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto, powerful tract 
of free communism; biograph, sketch by N. Walter. Lge fmt £0.80 

LEONARD, T. On the Mass Bombing of Iraq and Kuwait, 
commonly known as ‘The Gulf War' £ 1.95

^MAKHNO, N. The Struggle Against the State and other essays, 
writings from exile by the Ukrainian anarchist fighter (translated 
and with Bibliographical Afterword by Alexandre Skirda) £7.95

^ MORRIS, B. Ecology and Anarchism: essays and reviews on 
contemporary thought, stressing the two disciplines’ complem
entarity. ‘An educational experience’ - Bookchin (£15.00) now *£10.00 

•^MORRIS, William and WARD, Colin. A Factory as it Might
Be and The Factory We never Had, complementary essays £1.50 

MUMFORD, L. The Future of Technics and Civilisation, tech
nology for liberation not enslavement, from one of the earliest 
critics of the military-industrial complex (Intro. Colin Ward) £3.50 

c^NETTLAU, M. A Short History of Anarchism, fullest and most 
reliable guide to the early international movement yet produced, 
by its greatest historian. Condensed from his mostly-unpublished
9-vol. edn. With Nettlau’s life, biographical index & bibliogs. £9.95 

O’HARA, LARRY.
is* Searchlight For Beginners, how a Stalinist ‘anti-fascist’ magazine 

spies on/subverts the Left, anarchists & Greens for the State £2.
Turning Up the Heat: MI5 after the Cold War, diligent research 
into their latest dirty tricks. Annotated £5.00

OLDAY, JOHN.
■a* The Blue Cow: and her fantastic exploits, a delightful fable for

FREEDOM PRESS PERIODICALS

Editorial copy only may be sent e-mail to: freedom @tao.ca^This rate applies only to countries outside Europe

•FREEDOM the longest-running anarchist paper in Britain; domestic and international news, commentary, analysis, features, reviews, 
letters, Wildcat cartoons, events and meetings, and more fortnightly £0.50

- SUBSCRIPTION RATES 1997 -
The Raven (4 issues)

Claimants / Regular / Institutions
Joint Subscription (24 x Freedom The Raven} 

Claimants / Regular

• THE RAVEN book-length journal of in-depth discussion and analysis of a wide variety of topics (all back issues avail.) qtly £3.00

• THE RAVEN bound volumes (four issues per volume in a smart black hardback edition, with index) annual A£ 18.00

Girobank account number 58 294 6905

•A free specimen copy of Freedom and a sample flyer for The Raven is available on request
• Selected articles from Freedom and a list of Freedom Press titles are on the Internet at: http://www.tao.ca/~freedom

Freedom (24 issues) half price for 12 issues 
Claimants / Regular / Institutions

-U.K.: 10.
-Abroad surface1:

-Europe
-Outside Europe*: -

© Subscriptions to Freedom and The Raven are welcome and include postage worldwide. (Subscriptions only - not books - may be 
paid in US $ cheques made out to ‘Chip’s Booksearch’). Trade terms for bookshops and stalls are available on request

14.00 22.00 10.00 12.00 18.00 18.00 24.00
22.00 30.00 14.00 22.00 34.00 All prices in £ Sterling
24.00 40.00 16.00 27.00 36.00
34.00 40.00 18.00 27.00 50.00

MALATESTA, Errico.
The Anarchist Revolution: polemical articles 1924-1931, newly 
translated supplement to his Life and Ideas (ed. V. Richards) £3.50 
Anarchy, description of a practical anarchist society £1.95
Fra Contadini: a dialogue on anarchy. Introd, by A. Bonnano £1.50 
Life and Ideas, selected writings on Expropriation, Mutual Aid, 
Science, Land & more, plus biograph, notes (ed. V. Richards) £5.00 

MARSHALL, P. William Blake', visionary anarchist, lively 
introduction to Blake’s work and ideas. (Revised edn, illustr.) £3.50 

MARTIN, Brian.
Social Defence, Social Change, the radical defence implica
tions of seeking a society without inequality or violence £4.95 
Strip the Experts, excellent self-empowerment handbook for 
challenging the servants of power, their facts and assumptions £1.95 
Uprooting War, confronting the institutions of the state, and 
examining the alternatives; an anti-militarist’s handbook £5.00 

c^ MBAH, S. & IGARIWEY, I. African Anarchism: the history of 
a movement, unique work covering national liberation struggles, 
colonialism, tribal societies, the failure of Socialism and more £6.95 

^MELTZER, A. I Couldn't Paint Golden Angels, controversial 
autobiography of veteran anarchist. Foreword: Stuart Christie£ 12.95

METT, I. The Kronstadt Uprising, detailed background, events, 
implications and much more (Introd. M. Bookchin; Bibliog.) £1.80 

MILLER, D. Lewis Mumford: a life, enormous biography of the 
eminent libertarian. "Fascinating detail"- C. Ward (£15.95) now£4.95 

^MIRABELLO, M. Crimes of Jehovah, biblical quotes from the 
Judeo-Christian deity - ‘a savage God invented by savages’ £2.00

children and dreamers of all ages. Surreal text, fully illustrated 
with brilliant two-tone drawings. Foreword by V. Richards £3.50 
The March to Death, anti-war cartoons from 1943, against all 
parties, with text selected by M.L.Berneri (Introd. D. Rooum) £3.00 

^ OSTERGAARD, G. The Tradition of Workers' Control, why 
workers’ organisations took state Socialist, not anarchist, road. 
From syndicalism & guild Socialism to New Labour, via Fabia
nism and Managerialism. Writings introd, by B. Bamford (ed.)£6.95 

PEIRATS, Jose. Anarchists in the Spanish Revolution, the most 
comprehensive, critical history of the movement & the CNT- 
FAI; covers Spanish Section of the First International & prelude 
to the Revolution. Photographs and illustrations throughout £11.95 

PEREZ, R. On An(archy) and Schizoanalysis, applies theories 
of R. D. Laing and Deleuze to concrete social issues: feminism, 
the family, advertising, desire, subcultures and capitalism itseli£7.95 

PERLMAN, Fredy.
Anything Can Happen, short works tracing his development 
from the 1960s to today’s eco-crises include ‘Nuclear Power’, 
‘Anti-Semitism & the Beirut Pogrom’, and ‘Nationalism’ etc £4.50 
The Continuing Appeal of Nationalism, the beast lives on £0.99 

cs PHILP, M. Godwin's ‘Political Justice', major interpretation & 
analysis of all three editions of his anarchist masterpiece. Introd, 
index and bibliog. ‘Very impressive’- Freedom (£30.00) now *£8.95

PIKE, Derek.
Anarcho-Pacifism: questions and answers, a primer £2.25
Creating Peaceful People, analysis of the state and violence £2.95 
The Nature of the State, dense and detailed. Explains booms, 
slumps, economics, money, unemployment, war etc. Index £4.15

http://www.tao.ca/%7Efreedom


Thoughts of an Anarcho-Pacifist, a collection of articles £2.95
P.M. Bolo’Bolo, lucid analysis of the Planetary Work-Machine, 

our part in it, and how to subvert it while building alternatives £4.00 
PROUDHON, P-J. General Idea of Revolution in the 19th Cent., 

classic, powerful critique of governmental authority (£7^5) now£3.95 
^PURCHASE, G. Anarchism and Environmental Survival, the 

relevance of anarchist thought to bioregionalism, workplace 
organising, feminism, technology, animals & more (£8.50) now £2.50

PYM, Denis. The Employment Question and other essays, do 
we want self-managed work, or continuing wage-slavery? £2.00 

RATGEB. Contributions to the Revolutionary Struggle... £2.00
READ, Herbert A One-Man Manifesto and other writings for 

Freedom Press, little gems of social and political observation on 
, anarchism, art, Spain, education etc (ed. & intro. D. Goodway)£6.00

RETY, John.
Through the Anarchist Press: a column in Freedom, witty and 
observant personal meanderings. Illustrations by Emily Johns £3.60 
Song of Anarchy and other poems, both moving and amusing £2.50 

^The Revolutionary Pleasure of Thinking for Yourself, (ed. Bufe) £1.20
RICHARDS, Vernon.

The Impossibilities of Social Democracy, it is not anarchism 
that is utopian, as Shaw claimed, but Labour Party ‘Socialism’ £2.00 
Lessons of the Spanish Revolution, penetrating study of tactics 
and the reasons for its defeat. With bibliog. postscript & index (3rd edn. £4.00 
Protest Without Illusions, critique of the early peace movement 
with lessons for today’s single-issue campaigns. Photos; index£3.00 
A Weekend Photographer’s Notebook. 170 b/w photographs 
taken over the years for enjoyment. With brief notes. Lge. fmt £6.95 

RICHARDS, Vernon, (ed.)
British Imperialism and the Palestine Crisis, contemporary 
pieces on Middle-East policy 1917-47; Israel in the years since£1.95 
The Left and World War II, contemporary writings (1939-43) 
on the betrayal of Internationalism by the CP, TUC & others £1.95 
Neither Nationalisation nor Privatisation ', an anarchist view; 
‘What price free libraries for the 21st century?’ £1.95
Violence and Anarchism: a polemic, on attempted assassination 
of S. Africa’s Dr.Verwoerd in 1960. Plus A Short History of Pol
itical Violence in Britain & Malatesta.' s Anarchism & Violence£2.50 
Why Work? arguments for the leisure society, classic essays on 
useful, pleasurable work versus boring, useless employment by 
Morris, Russell, Ward, et al. Illustrated by Clifford Harper £4.95 

•^ROCKER, Fermin. The East End Years: a Stepney childhood, 
memoir of his father’s time in the London anarchist milieu with 
its colourful people & events. Drawings by the author; photos £7.95 

ROCKER, Rudolf.
Anarchism and Anarcho-Syndicalism revised, abridged edn. 
of the original, with bibliography. Introd, by Nicolas Walter £1.25 
Anarcho-Syndicalism condensed, slightly abridged version 
of 1938 edition, plus Chapter 1 of The London Years £2.50

ROOUM, Donald.
Health Service Wildcat, catty cartoons lampooning privatisation
& the daft doctrine of health for profit(script by Victoria N. Furmurry£l .95 
What is Anarchism? An Introduction, with selections by many 
writers from Bakunin to Charlotte Wilson to William Morris £1.95 
Wildcat ABC of Bosses, cartoons of militant moggy misdeeds £1.95 
Wildcat Anarchist Comics, the original anarchist cartoon cat £1.95 
Wildcat Strikes Again, revenge of the fiesty female feline £1.95 

RUCKER, WILSON etai. Semiotext(e) SF, huge science-fiction/ 
fantasy collection; Ballard, Burroughs, Farmer and more. niustr.£8.95 

Sabotage in the American Workplace: anecdotes of dissatisfac
tion, mischief and revenge (Ed. Sprouse, M.) Lge frmt, illustr. £9.95

SCULTHORPE, H. Freedom to Roam, big landowners, water 
companies and the military are annexing our countryside: a 
powerful call to users to take back the land. (With photos.) £3.50 

SHOTTON, J. No Master High or Low. libertarian education 
and schooling in Britain 1890-1990. Foreword by Colin Ward £7.95 

Situationist International, journal of the American section, with 
‘The Bureaucratisation of Existence’ (ed. R. Chasse) (£7^O)/wh£2.50

SOLANIS, V. SCUM Manifesto, against authority & patriarchyfl .50 
SOUCHY, PEIRATS, et al. The May Days: Barcelona 1937, 

the final betrayal and supression of the Spanish revolution £5.95

Spain 1936-39: social revolution and counter-revolution, 
original documents on the collectives, the anarchists, the role of 
Communist propaganda and much more (ed. V. Richards) £5.00 

SPANN, E. Brotherly Tomorrows: movements for a cooperative 
society in America, 1820-1920, important study of each phase - 
Millenarianism, Owenism, Fourierism, Socialism (£29.00) nowK£5.95 

^ Squatters Handbook, comprehensive information on all aspects
of squatting and the law, including the CJA. New edn., illustr. £1.00 

«^STAMM, E. Consent or Coercion: the anarchist case for social 
transformation, and answers to questions about anarchism £1.20 

The State is Your Enemy ', selections from Freedom 1965-86, 
the anarchist analysis of power carries more weight as time goes 
by; a call on people to bypass the politicians (ed. Crute, C.) £5.00

^STRAUSS, N. (ed) Radiotext(e), hefty assembly of essays, rants, 
broadcasts and tales of the airwaves. Covers philosophy, theory, 
practice, cranks, pirates, control... A must for all radio lovers £9.00 

i^Tales from the Clit: a female experience of pornography, pro-sex 
intimate essays by anti-censorship feminists (ed. Cherie Matrix£7.95 

^TEFLON. Z. The Complete Manaul of Pirate Radio, circuits, 
transmitters, frequencies, studios, survival and more (illustr.) £3.50 

Test Card F: television, mythinformation and social control, it 
can’t be reformed - a cali to turn it off or throw it away. Illustr.£3.95 

THOMAS, E. Louise Michel, good biography of the anarchist 
revolutionary, Paris communard, feminist, teacher and poet £7.95 

^ THOMPSON, P. Soft Core: moral crusades against pornography 
in Britain and America, the hidden agenda & allies (£13.99) now£3.99 

TOLSTOY, L. Government is Violence: essays on anarchism 
and pacifism, including ‘The Slavery Of Our Times’ £5.00

Unfinished Business: the politics of Class War, fully illustrated £4.50 
VAGUE, Tom.

Anarchy In the UK: the Angry Brigade, story of the 70’s British 
urban guerillas. Communiques, context & illusts.(expand, edn.£6.95 
Televisionaries: the Red Army Faction story 1963-93, the
German urban guerilla group. Illustrated £4.50

VELLI, M. The Seizure of State Power, from Fredy Perlman’s 
spoof Marxist-Leninist Manual for Revolutionary Leaders £4.50 

Visions of Poesy: an anthology of 20th century anarchist poetry, 
some of the finest of its kind and the first ever collection in 
English (ed. & Illustr. by C. Harper, with J. Cloves & D. Gould)£8.00 

WALFORD, George.
Angles on Anarchism, collected essays raising uncomfortable 
yet telling questions about some firmly-held anarchist ideas £2.00 
Beyond Politics, H. Walsby’s ‘Systematic Ideology’; ideology’s 
origins & history; its influence on society and social activity A£2.95 

WALTER, N. The Anarchists of Chicago: Haymarket 1886-
1986, history of May Day and the Haymarket martyrs, illustr. £0.50

WARD, Colin.
Anarchy in Action, as practiced by societies and groups around 
the world and throughout history. Revised edn. £3.00
The Child in the City, (new ed.), a celebration of the urban 
child’s resourcefulness. Perceptive and engaging (£7^5) now £1.75 
The Child in the Country, questions adults’ assumptions about 
childhood innocence, rural life and institutions from the child’s 
viewpoint. Foreword by Richard Mabey (£735) now £1.75
A Decade of Anarchy, high quality articles from Anarchy maga
zine 1961-70 on a broad sweep of social questions (ed. C. W.) £5.00 
Freedom to Go: after the motor age, the freedom of personal 
mobility versus environmental and social responsibility £3.50
Talking Houses, ten lectures on the simple, but neglected, truths 
about the provision and control of this basic necessity £5.00
Talking Schools: ten lectures, anarchist approach to a spectrum 
of educational issues, for those who take them seriously £5.00 
Talking to Architects, wide-ranging lectures exploring alternat
ive and dissident traditions in architecture and town planning 
worldwide. Includes ‘Self-Help’ and ‘The Anarchist House’ £5.00 
Welcome, Thinner City: urban survival in the 1990s, tackles 
the urban crisis, arguing for low-density, decentralised greener 
cities, and aid for self-housing schemes (£535) now £1.75

WOIROL, G. In the Floating Army, investigation of Californian 
itinerant lifel914, the hungry, the homeless, riots, the IWW. By 
one who lived it. Notes, bibliog., illust., index (£16.95) now^£5.99 

WOODCOCK, George.
Anarchism and Anarchists, essays on the continuing relevance
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of anarchism, and on prominent thinkers and activists £9.95
Oscar Wilde: the double image, playboy or prophet, clown or 
critic? His life and best political works; includes ‘Soul of Man’£9.95 
Tolstoy at Yasnaya Polyana and other poems, in clebration of 
and inspired by, Tolstoy; includes an impressive verse drama £7.50 

World War - Cold War, epic of anti-state articles by Hewetson, 
Ward, Meltzer, et al. from War Commentary and Freedom
1939-50 (accompanies Berneri’s Neither East Nor West) £6.95 

WRIGHT, N. Free School: the White Lion experience, analysis

of Britain’s longest-surviving Free School. With bibliography £3.95 
ZEITLIAN, H. Architecture, truly imaginative compendium of 

essays and graphics on design and architecture - striking, dense 
and provocative. A real design feat in itself. Ultra-lge. format£12.00 

ZERZAN, J. Elements of Refusal, seminal essays by prominent 
anarcho-primitivist, for a return to low technology societies £5.95 

ZIMMERMAN, J. Midpassage: Alexander Herzen & European
Revolution, 1847-52, the man, his ideas and his era; exile, his 
relationships with Marx, Proudhon and others (£32.95) now*£6.95

SECTION 1 (Continued): 
ffiaMist and dkvtqain Sitter

ALDRED, Guy.
Pioneers of Anti-Parliamentarism, Malatesta, Morris, Bakunin, 
Liebknecht, the Chicago anarchists, Luxemburg, Kotoku...Gold 
mine of information (both these titles complete with original rusty staples)£ 1.50 
Studies in Communism, for anarchism against terrorism; trade 
unions & class war; representation and the state, revolution... £1.50 

ABDEL-RAHIM, M. Strike Breaking in Essex: the policing of 
ports during the miners’ strike; first-hand accounts of the state’s 
campaign of violence against the picketing strikers (£2r50) now £1.25 

ACF. Beating The Poll Tax, what it was, what lay behind it,
the community struggle, and how the left reacted (£0.50) now £0.25 

Anarchy in the USSR: a new beginning, anarchist movement is
reborn as the Russian empire collapses (ed.Ruff, P.)f£3^0) now £2.00 

AWG. In Place Of Compromise: why we need a rank and file
movement, Anarchist Workers Group manifesto (£1.20) now £0.60 

BAXENDALE, M. Cruisewatch, how protesters thwarted the
high-tech ‘secret’ convoys of Hiroshima-x-250-sized Cruise
missiles in the English countryside. Lge. fmt, illust. (£6.50) now£4.00 

BEAR, Paddington. Once Upon A Time There Was A Place
Called Nothing Hill Gate, absorbing, critical history of Notting 
Hill, its radical traditions, carnivals & riots. Lge. format, illust.£1.50 

BEATON, L. Shifting Horizons, the struggle of two women in
Miners’ Support Groups throughout the 1984-5 strike, and the 
new strength, awareness and identity it gave them (£5.65) now £2.85 

CARDAN, Paul. ICASTORIADIS, Cornelius.
History as Creation, critiqueof Marxist theory from council
communist / libertarian perspective. Illustrated (£1.50) now £1.00 
Redefining Revolution, what are revolutionary politics today?
influential work by council communist & ex-Marxistf£+^0ww£(9.5(? 

CERNY, P. Czechoslovakia 1968, critical libertarian analysis of 
the Prague Spring; how Russian tanks made villains into heroes, 
saving the hierarchy. Append, by Paul Avrich. Illus.(£1.50) now£0.75 

ECCARIUS, J. G.
The Last Days of Christ the Vampire, he enslaved them through 
religion, television, government, nukes; he traded eternal life for 
obedience. Could they stop his plan for Armageddon? (Fantasy) £4.50 
We Should Have Killed the King, Jack Straw, bohemian outlaw 
and time-traveller across continents, from the Peasants Revolt to 
wage-slavery, to rock & roll and an anarchist future (£4:50) now£2.50 

France Goes Off the Rails, the wildcat rail strikes and student 
actions of 1986-87, translated documents and analysis of one of 
these periodic eruptions. Large format, illustrated (£t.50) now £1.00 

France, Winter '86- ’87 - the Railways Strike: an attempt at
autonomous organisation, the rank and file, occupations and 
sabotage, and a critique of reformist SNCF unions (£0.60) now £0.40 

FREMANTLE, J. et al. From Beneath The Keyboard, powerful,
satirical & surreal collection of short stories and poetry from the 
lunatic fringe, including ‘Crowbar’. Lge. fmt, illus. (£2.00) now £1.00 

GILBERT, A. The Life of Thomas Skidmore, early champion 
of the oppressed and first US advocate of a workers’ revolution. 
With exerpts from his ‘Rights of Man to Property’ (£2.65-) now £1.95 

GRAFTON, P. You, You and You: people out of step with World
War Two, oral histories dispel the British ‘national unity’ myth, 
and show the extent of resistance to the war effort (£2.95) now £2.00 

GYORGY, A. and Friends. No Nukes: Everyone's Guide to
Nuclear Power, huge indispensable h/book on the history, costs, 
health implications, alternatives etc. Index, illustrs. (£9^5) now £3.00 

Haymarket Heritage: the memoirs of Irving Abrams, story of a
controversial American anarchist (eds. Roediger and Boanes) Illustr. £6.95 

Ideal Home: survival edition, self-housing handbook - squatting,

travelling, floating homes, teepees, benders...Illust. (£2.40) now £1.20 
International Dockers’ Struggles in the Eighties, texts from the 

rank and file fight against containerisation in Spanish, Danish 
and UK ports. Illustr. Large format, with glossary (£1.00) now £0.75 

JACKSON, F. (ed.) Squatting In West Berlin, creative, highly 
politicised movement, its history and how it was destroyed.
Articles, photos & interviews. Lge. format, illustr. (£2.00) now £1.00 

KOLLONTAI, A. The Workers’ Opposition, the 1919-1920
anti-bureaucratic struggle within the Bolshevik Party, told by 
the only woman in its hierarchy. Lge. format, illust. (£1.50) now£0.75 

LEV AL, MINTZ, PEIRATS et al, A New World in Our Hearts:
the faces of Spanish anarchism (ed. Meltzer, A.) (£4.00) now *£2.00 

MacDONALD, N. Homage to the Spanish Exiles, moving story 
of the libertarian post-civil war revolutionaries exiled in France,
& the SR A set up to help them. Photos, and index (£22.50) now* £7.50 

MAILER, P. Portugal: the Impossible Revolution? detailed lib
ertarian account of 1974-5 uprising. Prelude, aftermath, docu
ments, chronol. & appendices. Introd. M. Brinton (£15.00) now*£3.00 

MARCY, M. You Have No Country: workers' struggle against
war, libertarian socialist / IWW articles from Intemat. Socialist
Review 1914-17, to which many anarchists contributed £2.95

MASTIN, P. The Faction File, vicious, hilariously graphic strip
cartoons from ‘Black Flag’, 1984-85. Lge. format (£2.00) now £1.00 

MAXIMOFF, G. P. My Social Credo, a combination of lofty
idealism with a practical libertarian programme (£1.00) now £0.50 

PATAUD, E. & POUGET, E. How We Shall Bring About the
Revolution, anarcho-syndicalist uprising (fiction) (£7.95) now£3.95 

PATTERSON, J. Confessions of a Drone, wealthy Chicagoan
with a conscience advocates radical socialism (O.75p) now £0.50 

POISON GIRLS. The Impossible Dream, final issue of former 
anarchist punk band’s magazine. Striking photomontages
and passionate text. Extra large format £0.50

POTTER, B. Vietnam: whose victory?, how American, Russian
and Chinese imperialisms clashed - and came to terms - in
South East Asia. Large format, illustrated (£1.50) now £1.00

SALUSBURY, M. Thatcherism Goes to College, increasingly
beleaguered students confront monetarist ideas, U.S.-funded
right wing groups & state clampdown on free speech(£4795)n0vt£2.5O 

SAUNDERS, J. Across Frontiers: international support for
the Miners' Strike 1984-85, an in-depth study and celebration of 
global working class action and solidarity (£6.95) now £3.50

Selections From Freedom, bulky annual volumes of writings on
many different topics. Only 1956-64 remaining, each £1.00 orA£2.00 

Strange Victories: the anti-nuclear movement in the U.S. and
Europe, critique of the composition, organisation, ideology aiuL 
tactics of the early years (Introd, by A. Bonanno) (£1.95) now £0.95 

STRONG, A. L. I Change Worlds, a radical journalist’s life
and her political odyssey through the social history of the 20th 
century. Index, bibliography and photographs (£8.00) now £4.00 

THORPE, D. Doc Chaos: the Chernobyl effect, satirical fiction
on modern science’s love of nukes and chaos - a comedy of 
terrors, illustrated by some of Britain’s finest artists (£2^50) now£1.25 

Towards a Citizens Militia: anarchist alternatives to NATO
and the Warsaw Pact, guerrilla warfare manual including tactics, 
strategy and organisation. Large format, illustrated £1.50

WALKER, M. A Turn of the Screw, the vicious repression of 
coalmining communities following the 1984-85 miners’ strike,
and the new consciousness it forged in its victims (£3.95) now £1.95 

WARD, Colin (ed.).
Anarchy, the celebrated monthly magazine published between
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Postage and packing - Section 1 only:
I

• A free specimen copy of Freedom and a sample flyer for The Raven can be sent 
post-free anywhere in the world, on request.

• Postage & packing rates for Sections 2 & 3 are on page 8.
• Full mail order instructions are on page 8.

• UK - all titles in Section 1 are post-free to UK retail customers;
• Overseas - add 15% towards p & p (postage and packing);
• For reduced-price

1961-1970; some back issues on various topics still available £0.45
Anarchy, handsome, annual bound volumes of the magazine,
Vols VII-X (1967-70) only. Indexed. £20 per set, or eachA£6.00 

WELLER, K. The Lordstown Struggle, a critique of the motor
industry and an account of working class resistance to work
itself in a General Motors plant, Ohio 1971-2 (illus.) (75p) now £0.40 

I

• uverseas - aaa i r/o towaras p & p (postage ana packing;;
• For reduced-price titles, calculate p & p on the original price.
• Most Section 1 titles available wholesale to stalls and shops - please enquire

m . ................................... • II.*

A Year of Our Lives: a colliery community in the great coal 
strike of 1984/85, personal accounts, photographs & poems of 
struggle, victimisation & solidarity (comp. D.Douglass) f£+59) now £1.75

ZIESING, M. The Scarlet Q: anarchy, religion and the cult of 
science, questions everything from Punk to Fascism to Taoism; 
drawing on Johann Most, Camus, Christ... Illust. (£6.25) now £3.00

h

Section 2: Other Titles (retail only) £Q
ACHBAR, Mark (ed). Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky 

and the Media, his thought, life and politics, full film transcript, 
exchanges with critics, ‘philosophers’ card set & more. Illust.£l 1.99 

ACKELSBERG, M. Free Women of Spain: anarchism and the 
struggle for the emancipation of women; the Mujeres Libres £12.99 

ADAMIC, L. Dynamite: a century of class violence in America
1830-1930, from the Haymarket Martyrs to Sacco & Vanzetti £4.50 

^Anarchism and Ireland', a beginner’s guide (3rd edn.) £1.00
^Anarcho-Syndicalism In Puerto Real: from shipyard resistance

to direct democracy and community control £1.00
AVRICH, Paul.

An American Anarchist: a life ofVoltairine de Cleyre, (a small 
number at reduced price for limited period only) (£40.00) now h£9.95 
Anarchist Portraits, 20+ biographies of European, Russian
and American anarchists, obscure and famous (b/w photos) £13.00 

«® Anarchist Voices: an oral history of anarchism in America, 
scores of major and minor anarchists, active in all schools, 
discuss their lives and the movement in its heyday (abridged)£13.50 
The Haymarket Tragedy, background, trial and aftermath £15.95 
Kronstadt 1921, the free soviet’s revolt against Bolshevism £11.25 
Sacco and Vanzetti: the anarchist background, a sympathetic 
work that situates them as part of a mass movement. Illustr. £11.95 

Bad Girls and Dirty Pictures: the challenge to reclaim feminism, 
from politicians, censors and moralists (eds. Assiter & Carol) £9.95 

BAKUNIN, Mikhail.
Basic Bakunin, key aspects of his ideas on various topics £0.60 
Statism and Anarchy, first full English transl. (ed.Shatz, M.) £13.95 

BARROT, J. Fascism /Anti-Fascism, a symbiotic relationship?£l .50 
BERKMAN, A. Life of an Anarchist: the Alexander Berkman 

reader, exerpts from his best-known works, (ed. Fellner, G.) £10.95
BERNERI, C. Peter Kropotkin - His Federalist Ideas £0.50

^ Beyond Resistance: a revolutionary manifesto for the millennium 
the ACF’s ‘optimistic programme for real change’. Lrge frmat£2.00 

•s’BLUM, W. Killing Hope: US military and CIA interventions 
since World War II (rev. edn.), extraordinarily well-documented 
treasure trove with introductory essays, references and index £14.99

BONE, et al (eds). Class War: a decade of disorder, some of 
the best articles from Class War’s first 10 years. Illustrated. £8.95 

BOOKCHIN, Murray.
From Urbanisation to Cities: towards a new politics of citizen
ship, restoring the city/country and nature/human balance £16.99 
Post-scarcity Anarchism, (2nd ed.) includes Listen, Marxist! £11.99 

«® Re-enchanting Humanity: a defence of the human spirit against 
anti-humanism, misanthropy, mysticism and primitivism £16.99
The Third Revolution: popular movements in the revolutionary
era, great upheavals from peasant wars to English and French 
revolutions: grassroots views and liberatory aspects (vol. 1)£ 16.99 
Towards an Ecological Society, a classic of social ecology £11.99 

BREN AN, G. The Spanish Labyrinth: the social and
political background of the Civil War new edn., a classic £8.95 

CALDWELL, John Taylor.
Come Dungeons Dark, life and times of reknowned Glasgow

anarchist and tireless agitator Guy Aldred. Illustrated £6.95
Severely Dealt With: growing up in Belfast and Glasgow £5.95 

CAROL, A. Nudes, Prudes and Attitudes: pornography and 
censorship, serious, careful research with sources, index) £11.95 

CHOMSKY, Noam.
The Chomsky Reader, fat selection of some of his best work £15.99 

«® Class Warfare: interviews with D. Barsamian, the growing 
economic crisis; Israel, East Timor, women’s rights & more £10.99 
Necessary Illusions: thought control in democratic societies £11.99 

•® Powers And Prospects: reflections on human nature and the 
social order, essays from his Australian tour including East 
Timor, ‘Goals and Visions’, and the Middle East ‘Settlements 13.99 
The Prosperous Few and the Restless Many, wide-ranging 
essays on current world problems, from Bosnia to NAFTA £5.95 
Secrets, Lies and Democracy, latest state-of-the-world report £5.95 
What Uncle Sam Really Wants, excellent overview of the real 
motivations behind U.S. foreign policy; includes the Gulf War £5.95 
World Orders, Old and new, incendiary critique of post-Cold 
War western government policies, international and domestic£ 12.95 
Year 501: the conquest continues, a history of imperialism 
from Columbus to the New World Order; drawing parallels £14.00 

CLARK, J. (ed.) Renewing the Earth: the promise of Social 
Ecology, vital in-depth, wide-ranging essays positing mutual aid 
and cooperation versus hierarchy and domination (£5499) now £1.99 

CLARKE, et al. The Revolution of Modern Art and the Modern 
art of Revolution, the English Section of the Situationist Int’l. £3.00 

COLEMAN & O’SULLIVAN (eds). William Morris and ‘News 
from Nowhere’: a vision for our time, re-evaluates his work £8.95

CONLON, E. The Spanish Civil War: anarchism in action iliusti£ 1.50 

•®CROALL, J. Lets Act Locally: the growth of Local Exchange
Trading Systems, survey with case studies. Simple; subversive £8.00 

«®CRUMP, J. The Anarchist Movement in Japan, useful account 
summarising his book. With preface, notes and bibliog. Illustr. £1.00 

DEBORD, Guy.
Society of the Spectacle, Situationist bible - life as voyeurism; 
the individual as trivialised spectator £5.00
Society of the Spectacle and Other Films, five Situationist 
film scripts in the first English translation £5.50

DEBORD & S ANGUINETTI, The Veritable Split in the Inter
national: theses on the Situationist International and its time £6.95 

^Diggers And Dreamers: the guide to communal living 1998-99, 
descriptions; how to do it; articles; internat’l directory. Illustr. £9.50 

«®DIRLIK, Arif. Anarchism in the Chinese Revolution, first full 
history in English reclaims its influence on Chinese socialism£ 12.00 

«®DONOVAN, C. Soho Crackpots: anarchists in the media in the
1890s. Press stereotypes & caricatures. Revd. edn. Lge. fmt, illus. £2.00 

EGE, Mine. Anarchism in Turkey: a short history £0.80
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Anarchism But 

Were Afraid to Ask, cheap and uncomplicated exposition £ 1.50 
ERLICH, C. Women and the Spectacle, Situationist perspective£0.60 
FISHMAN, William.

East End J ewish Radicals 1875-1914, Russian refugee milieu;
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socialists, anarchists; Rocker, Kropotkin and Morris; the siege of 
Sidney St. ‘Vigorous & absorbing’ - P. Avrich. Illus. & index£ 15.99 
The Streets of East London, Huguenots, mosques, music halls, 
the Krays, Jack London etc. 60+ photos by N. Breach. Lge fmt£9.99

FLEMING, M. The Geography of Freedom, biography of the
celebrated French anarchist and geographer Elisee Reclus £9.95 

FONTENIS, G. Manifesto of Libertarian Communism £0.60
FOUCAULT, M. The Foucault Reader, introductory selection

of his work, including interviews (Ed. by Paul Rabinow) £11.00 
FREEMAN, J. & LEVINE, K. Untying the Knot: feminism,

anarchism and organisation, two opposing views £0.90
GODWIN, William. Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, the 

most complete statement of rational anarchism ever attemptedfl 1.00 
GOLDMAN, Emma. Anarchism and other essays, broad sweep 

of topics from her Mother Earth press. With biographical essay 
by Hippolyte Havel; introduction by Richard Drinnon. £6.95

■^GOODMAN, P. Format and Anxiety, a critique of the media, 
cinema, popular culture, censorship. Ed. & introd. T. Stoehr £8.95 

GOODMAN, P. & P. Communitas: ways of livelihood & means 
of life, possibilities of community planning. New edn, illust. £14.00 

GOODWAY, D. (ed). For Anarchism: history, theory and 
practice, History Workshop Series collected research papers £14.99

Green Anarchism: its origins and influences £1.00
^GUILLEN, A. Anarchist Economics: an alternative for a world 

in crisis, the Spanish libertarian collectives 1936-39 £1.00
^HAALAND, B. Emma Goldman: sexuality and the impurity of 

the state, the liberatory potential of women’s sexuality. Index£l 1.99 
^HARPER, C. Anarchist Postage Stamps, 16 portraits and stamp 

designs for after the revolution. The postal service as coopera
tion in action. Foreword by C. Ward. Afterword by the artist £4.50 

HERMAN, E. and CHOMSKY, N. Manufacturing Consent: 
the political economy of the mass media, with appendices & notes £8.99

HILL, Christopher.
Liberty Against the Law: some 17th century controversies, 
exposes law’s oppression; celebrates the energetic dissenters £9.99 
The World Turned Upside Down: radical ideas
during the English Revolution, with appendices and index £11.00 

HOPTON, Andrew, (ed.)
Digger Tracts 1649-1650, ideas from the English Revolution £3.00 
Gerrard Winstanley: selected writings, from the English civil 
war and Digger colony period of the utopian visionary. Bibiiog. £6.95 
Tyranipocrit Discovered, 17th Cent, attack on church & state £5.00 

ILLICH, Ivan.
Deschooling Society, the primacy of learning over schooling £8.95 
Limits to Medicine, uncompromising analysis, searing critique£7.99

Ireland and British Imperialism, collected articles from
‘Workers’ Solidarity’ (2nd edn.) £1.50

b^KLAUSMANN, U. et al. Women Pirates and the politics of the
Jolly Roger, a global history, plus ‘Anarchism & Piracy’. Illus£ 13.99 

b^KNABB, K. Public Secrets: collected skirmishes 1970-97, expd.
edn., including ‘Confessions of a Mild-Mannered Enemy of the 
State’ and ‘The Joy of Revolution’. Bibliography and index £12.99 

KROPOTKIN, Peter.
"S’ Ethics: origin and development, the growth of moral principles. 

His last, unfinished work unites all the strands of his thought and 
continues the themes from Mutual Aid (Introd. G. Woodcock)£l 1.99 
Memoirs of a Revolutionist, Tzarist tyranny, social ferment, 
arrest, prison, Siberian exile, escape... (Introd. Woodcock, G.)£l 1.99 
Words of a Rebel, his first major agitational writings, compiled 
by Elisee Reclus. Transl. with new introd, by G. Woodcock £11.99

LAW, Larry (ed.)
Animals, "Madam, the last owner of your fur coat died in it’ £1.50 
The Bad Days Will End, the revolutionary potential of pleasure£0.90 
Bigger Cages, Longer Chains, illusion of bourgeois freedom £1.80
Fin de Spectacle? ‘the days of this society are numbered’ £0.50 
Images and Everyday Life, representation versus reality £0.75 
The Media, how it turns real life into a spectacle £0.90
More of the Shame, more evidence of society as spectacle £0.60
Pyrate, true story of pirate Capt. Misson’s utopia of Libertatia £0.75 
The Spectacle: a skeleton key, recuperation, urbanism & freedom£0.60

B^MacCARTHY, F. William Morris: a life for our times, over 200 
photos (b/w & col.) + illusts. Enormous, definitive biography £16.99 

MacLACHLAN, C. Anarchism and the Mexican Revolution: 
the political trials of Ricardo Flores-Magon in the USA £9.95 

MARSHALL, P. Demanding the Impossible: a history of 
anarchism, ‘covers everything you would expect and more, the 
perfect handbook’ - Anarchist Studies. Massive and scholarly £12.50 

b^MCKAY, G. Senseless Acts of Beauty: cultures of resistance 
since the sixties, hippies, punk, eco-wars, CJA. Lge fmt, illust£ 10.00 

MEREDITH, I. A Girl Among the Anarchists, autobiog. novel 
(by Rossetti’s nieces) on Kropotkin’s London circle £9.50

bs’MILNE, S. The Enemy Within: secret war against the miners, 
biggest UK state conspiracy ever; spies-lies-smears-repression£5.99

MINTZ, J. The Anarchists of Casas Viejas, pre-Civil War Spain 
organisation/uprising using oral histories (index/bibiiog/photogs.) £13.99 

MORRIS, William.
News from Nowhere, complete text of his anarchistic Utopia £10.99 
News from Nowhere: and other writings, introd. & chronolog£7.99 

MUMFORD, L. The City in History, classic work on human 
settlements, with many b/w photos £15.00

NEILL, A.S. The New Summerhill, edited pieces on play, sex, 
discipline, & the real nature of education. With autobiography £7.99 

ORWELL, G. Homage to Catalonia, a participant’s expose of 
the Communist Party’s role in the Spanish Revolution £6.99

OSTERGAARD, G. Resisting the Nation State, new edn. £2.00 
BL OTTER, L. 1917, anarchist critique of the Russian Revolution £1.25 
b^ PAINE, T. Thomas Paine: political writings, includes The Age 

of Reason, Rights of Man, etc (ed. B. Kuklick; Intro. & Index) £5.95
PARRY, R. The Bonnot Gang, French anarcho-gangsters £5.50 

b^ PEDELTY, D. The Rape of Socialism: how Labour lost the
millennium, its history and why it capitulated to capitalism £13.50 

PEPPER, D. Communes and the Green Vision: counterculture, 
lifestyle and the new age, based on participant interviews £8.99 

^ Prolegomena to a study of the return of the repressed in history, 
angry, hopeful, rebellious rants (ed. and illustr. by C. Harper) £4.50 

PROUDHON, P-J. What is Property?, one of the seminal anar
chist texts (new transl. introd, by Kelley, D. and Smith, B.) £13.95

RAI, M. Chomsky’s Politics, sympathetic yet probing analysis 
of ‘one of the most important intellectuals alive’ - N. Y. Times£AQ.95 

bs RAMSAY, R. The Clandestine Caucus: anti-socialist campaigns
and operations in the British labour movement since the war £5.00 

b^RANDLE, M. How To Defend Yourself In Court, guide for
defendants or advisers by victorious Blake trial co-defendant £4.99 

REICH, Wilhelm.
The Function of the Orgasm, key work on human sexuality £8.99 
The Mass Psychology of Fascism, flawed but crucial study £9.99 

^ Road Raging: top tips for wrecking roadbuilding, essentialhand
book: camps, tunnels, resources, publicity, law etc. Fully illust£5.25 

The Role of the Revolutionary Organisation, an anarchist view £0.40 
SAMPSON, R. Society Without the State, the stark choice £2.00 
STIRNER, M. The Ego and its Own ’, the case of the individual 

against authority, classic that drew lengthy rebuttalfromMarx £8.50
TAYLOR, M. Community, Anarchy and Liberty £12.99

b^TH ACKER, J. Whiteway Colony: the social history of a
Tolstoyan community, with 128 photographs and index A£ 13.99

THOMPSON, E.P. Customs in Common, 18th Cent, customs as 
a popular means of resistance to the market economy. Illustr. £12.00 

THOREAU, H. Walden and Civil Disobedience £5.99
TOLSTOY, N. What Then Must We Do? The causes of poverty, 

and a visionary new way of living. Introd. Ronald Sampson £8.95 
^ The True Levellers Standard Advanced, the Diggers’ famous 

call to action, plus articles on the case for land rights today £0.50 
^ 21st Century Anarchism: unorthodox ideas for a new millenium, 

the relationships between people, technology, culture and power 
in the post-modern world (eds. Purkiss, J. & Bowen, J.) £13.99

VANEIGEM, Raoul.
The Revolution of Everyday Life, new translation (revised edn.) £7.95 
The Book of Pleasures, postscript to the above classic £4.95

VIENET, Rene. Enrages and Situationists in the Occupation 
Movement, France May’68, good on-the-spot account, illustr. £5.95
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WALTER, N. Blasphemy Ancient and Modern, attack on U.K. 
blasphemy laws (includes ‘Gay News’ and ‘Satanic Verses’ cases)£3.95 

WALTON, C. S. Little Tenement on the Volga, post-Soviet 
Russia, women, the rise of nationalism; nostalgia for Stalin £5.99 

WARD, Colin.
Influences: voices of creative dissent, inspiring writers, from 
Wollstonecraft to Goodman via Kropotkin, Herzen, Segal etc. £7.95 
Reflected in Water: a crisis of social responsibility, illuminating 
account of the world water crises and the issues involved £12.99 
Social Policy: an anarchist response, the history of self-help and 
informal provision in housing; the privatisation of water; altern
ative welfare; anarchism in the 21st century. Lge. Format £4.00

WELLS, G. Did Jesus Exist? The myth exploded, revised edn. £5.00 
,«^WENZER, K. Anarchists Adrift: Emma Goldman & Alexander 

Berkman, how events affected their ideas and evolution £7.95 
WILDE, O. De Prof undis and other writings, (‘The Soul of

Man Under Socialism’, ‘The Ballad of Reading Gaol’, etc.) £4.99
WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary.

A Vindication of the Rights of Men and A Vindication of the 
Rights of Woman, her answer to Burke’s critique of the French 
Revolution, in context.(Intro. & biog. notes. Ed. S. Tomaselli) £8.95
A Vindication of the Rights of Women, forceful insight by the 
‘hyena in petticoats’, and the sequel to her ‘Rights of Men’ £5.99

Where There’s Brass There’s Muck: ecology and anarchism,
situates the environmental debate within a wider class analysis £1.80 

WOODCOCK, George.
Anarchism: a history of libertarian ideas and movements, still
the most widely-read book on anarchism in English. (2nd Ed.) £9.99 i 
Pierre-Joseph Proudhon: a biography (3rd edn.), ‘the father of 
anarchism’. Scholarly and unique work. With bibliog; index £11.99
William Godwin, a biographical study, the first English prophet 
of libertarian socialism. Foreword by H. Read. Bibliog; index £9.95

1 Section 3: Periodicals (retail only) 1
The periodicals below are a small selection of those we stock regularly and are subject to availability. We will supply whichever issue is 
currently in stock unless you specify otherwise. Back issues of certain titles are available. ® For subscriptions please contact publishers.

T

Mail Order information - please read carefully:

occasional £0.40
monthly £ 1.00

Ireland annual £1.50
Italy monthly £0.75

Postage and packing - Sections 2 and 3 only:

^LIBERTARIAN LABOR REVIEW: anarcho-syndicalist ideas 
and discussion (Independent) US biannual £2.50

LOBSTER investigative magazine covering State covert
operations and the far-Right biannual £2.50

THE MATCH! anarcho-individualist magazine US occasional £3.00
ORGANISE: for class struggle anarchism magazine of

the Anarchist Communist Federation quarterly £1.00
^PASSION BRIGADE: anarchy = sexlib, Passion Brigade news

letter (ex-Lesbian & Gay Freedom Movement)
PEACE NEWS: for nonviolent revolution
RED & BLACK REVOLUTION: for libertarian communism 

Workers’ Solidarity Movement journal
RIVISTA ANARCHICA theoretical journal
SQUALL magazine for assorted itinerants - travellers, squatters,

anti-roads activists, festival-goers and ravers quarterly £1.80
UMANITA NOVA anarcho-communist newspaper Italy wkly £0.70 
WORKERS’ SOLIDARITY anarchist-communist magazine of 

the Workers’ Solidarity Movement Dublin quarterly £0.75

--------

fa Freedom Press Bookshop, Angel Alley, 84b Whitechapel High Street, London El 7QX. (+44) 0171-247-9249; Fax: (+44) 0171-377-9526 
Editorial copy for Freedom (not orders) may be sent e-mail to: freedom@tao.ca

Normal opening hours: Monday to Friday 10.30am to 6.00pm; Saturday 11.00am to 5.00pm
Open for trade collections and deliveries Mon-Fri 11.00am - 5.30pm only, unless by prior arrangement

Please bear in mind that Freedom Press is run by volunteers with other commitments. So when visiting us, if you are travelling a long distance or 
making a special journey we recommend that you ring first to make sure we are open. There is no wheelchair access, unfortunately.

How to get there - Underground: Aidgate East (Whitechapel Art Gallery exit), and Aidgate. Buses: 15, 25, 40 and 253. Many other routes serve Aidgate Bus Station (500 yards)

■ sterling only should accompany your order in one of the 
cheque (drawn on a British bank); Postal Order; direct Transfer 

from a Girobank account (our Girobank a/c no: 58 294 6905); International 
Money Order; travellers'cheque. Well disguised cash (sterling) is also acceptable, 
at your own risk. All cheques etc., payable to 'FREEDOM PRESS', please.

• UK - Section 2 titles: add 10% towards p & p (postage and packing); • For reduced-price titles, calculate p & p on the original price;
- Section 3 titles: add at least minimum first-class postage for a single copy • A free specimen copy of Freedom and a sample flyer for The Raven can be sent

of a periodical; add only 10% if ordered with other publications; post-free anywhere in the world, on request.
• Overseas - Section 2 & 3 titles: add 20% towards postage and packing. • Full mail order instructions in the box below.

•To avoid delays it is important to include all the following, and any other relevant 
information (please use BLOCK CAPITALS or write legibly):
a) your name, address and the date;
b) the titles you want - including any alternatives - with prices and quantities;
c) payment, including postage & packing at relevant rates - see boxes following 
each section of the list; overseas customers see also note on page 1.
• Payment in £ 
following forms: i

ANARCHIST STUDIES academic journal of contemporary 
anarchist research and theory biannual £6.00

BLACK FLAG: for anarchist resistance irregular £1.50
CLASS WAR: Britain’s most unruly tabloid quarterly £0.70

^DIRECT ACTION anarcho-syndicalist magazine of the
Solidarity Federation quarterly £ 1.50

FIFTH ESTATE Detroit’s anti-civilisation, anti-technology
anarcho-primitivist magazine US biannual £1.50

THE FREETHINKER against religion & superstition mthly £1.00 
GREEN ANARCHIST anti-civilisation primitivist mag qtrly £0.75 
GREEN LINE radical green politics and lifestyle monthly £1.50 
HERE AND NOW anti-managerial, anti-professional journal

of radical theory occasional £2.00
INDUSTRIAL WORKER U.S. IWW paper monthly £0.50
JEWISH SOCIALIST radical non-sectarian magazine qtrly £1.50 
LE MONDE LIBERTAIRE anarchist-communist newspaper

of the Anarchist Federation France weekly £0.75
LIB ED\ for the liberation of learning biannual £ 1.00

X

• Sorry, but we do not accept payment by credit/debit cards or book tokens.
• Orders are sent by the cheapest method unless you specify (and pay for) a faster 
method when ordering. They are dispatched typically within a week - much sooner 
when we're less busy, but please allow 21 days (UK) before panicking.
• NOTE: Postage forms a large part of our overheads. If a title in your order is 
temporarily unavailable we may delay dispatch, unless urgent, until new stock 
arrives in order to minimise postage costs. If we do send an uncompleted order, 
either your account will be credited and the outstanding item(s) sent when 
available or, if the delay seems likely to be very long (say, over six months), we 
may send you a formal credit note. Listing alternative titles where possible can 
help us all save time and money. Thanks.
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